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Abstract- Most of the automated documents clustering algorithms face the challenges of high cost and performance in comparing documents in 
large text corpora. Parallel anchors hierarchy is an algorithm that localizes data based on triangle inequality obeying distance metric, the 
algorithm strives to minimize the number of distance calculations needed to cluster the documents into “anchors” around reference documents 
called “pivots” and also improves the performance of clustering by adding parallelism to it. This algorithm selects the initial pivot at random and 
also decides the number of anchors to create before anchors formation. This may affect the clustering quality. In this paper, we extend the 
original parallel anchors hierarchy algorithm to improve the clustering quality and performance by adding dynamic pivot selection technique 
which decides the number of anchors to create based on the dimensionality of the text corpora. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Parallel Anchors Hierarchy algorithm starts with the 
selection of initial pivot at random from the set of 
documents to form initial anchor. Then, new anchors are 
selected by choosing furthest e points from any pivot. In 
next phase, points are associated to new anchors using 
parallel method which moves points to new anchors 
simultaneously and associates points to new anchors which 
are nearer to them. The new anchors to which points are 
associated are stored in storage X. This storage X is used to 
move points to their nearest anchors simultaneously. This 
algorithm suits for parallel computers where concurrency is 
high. In this algorithm as initial anchor is selected at random 
and as there are no guidelines on selecting the optimal 
number of anchors, this may affect the quality of the 
clustering.  

To improve the quality of clustering this paper presents a 
Sparse Spatial Selection (SSS) technique [2] for pivot 
selection which dynamically selects an efficient set of pivots 
adapted to the complexity of the database. This technique is 
presented in Section III.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II 
presents with more detail the strategies proposed in [2] and 
[3], since they are the base of the ones proposed in Section 
III. Section IV shows and discusses the experimental 
evaluation and, finally, Section V presents the conclusions 
of the paper and future work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Most of the pivot-based clustering methods choose 
pivots at random. Furthermore, there are no guidelines to 
determine the optimal number of pivots, since this parameter 
depends on the metric space we are working with. In 
previous work, some heuristics for pivot selection have been 
proposed. For example, in [8] pivots are objects maximizing 
the sum of distances between them. [7] and [4] propose 
heuristics to obtain pivots far away from each other. In [6] 
the importance of the pivot selection strategy was studied in 

depth, showing empirically how it affects to the 
performance of a technique.  

The main contribution in [6] is a criterion to compare the 
efficiency of two sets of pivots of the same size. Let {p1,p2, 
…, pk} be a set of pivots, with pi ∈ U. Given an object u ∈ 
U, a tuple that contains all the distances from  u to each 
pivot is denoted as [u] =  (d(u,p1),  d(u,p2), …, d(u,pk)). 
Thus there is a space P = {[u] / u ∈ X}, that is also a vector 
space k.  Over the elements of this space the distance 
function D{p1, p2, …, pk}([x],[y]) =max{1≤i≤k}| d(x,pi) - 
d(y, pi)| can be defined. Then, we have a metric space (P, 
L∞). Under this conditions, given a query q and a radius r, 
the condition to discard  u ∈ U can be seen as |d(pi,u) - d(pi, 
q)| > r for some pivot pi, in D{p1, p2, …, pk}([q], [u]) > r. 
Since the more objects a set of pivots can discard, the better 
it is, then a set of pivots will be better than others if it 
increases the probability of  D{p1, p2, …, pk}([q], [u]) > r. 
Being μD the mean of the distribution D, that probability 
increases when  μD is maximized. Therefore, authors' 
criterion establishes that the set of pivots {p1, p2, …, pk} is 
better than the set of p ivots {p1 ', p2', …, pk '} if μ{p1, p2, 
…, pk}> μ{p1', p2', , pk'}  

In [6] several selection strategies based on the previous 
efficiency criterion were proposed:  i) Random, that chooses 
the set of pivots randomly;  ii) Selection, that selects N 
random sets of pivots and finally chooses the one 
maximizing μD; iii) Incremental, in which the next pivot 
chosen will be that object such that, after adding it to the 
cu rrent set of p ivots, max imizes  μD; and  iv) Local 
Optimum, an iterative strategy that, starting with a random 
set of pivots, in each step replaces by a new object, the 
current pivot which less contributes to μD. The performance 
obtained by many of these techniques depends on the metric 
space considered. Their conclusions show that, in general, 
good pivots should be far from each other and also from the 
rest of objects in the database.  

Unfortunately, this second condition does not always 
lead to obtain good pivots. Determining the optimal number 
of pivots (the value k) is an important problem. However, it 
is known that the efficiency of the searches depends on that 
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parameter. Moreover, k can vary greatly for different metric 
spaces. All the pivot selection techniques shown use a pre 
computed fixed value.  In [6] a brute-force approach to 
determine the optimal number of pivots is used. Results 
confirm that this number depends greatly on the metric 
space, and affects the efficiency of the methods. Therefore, 
adjusting it as well as possible is an interesting problem. 

III. PARALLEL ANCHORS HIERARCHY USING 
SPARSE SPATIAL SELECTION (SSS) 

In this section we present Parallel Anchors Hierarchy 
algorithm using Sparse Spatial Selection (SSS) [2] for 
selecting optimal number of pivots dynamically. It is an 
efficient method with some important advantages over the 
previous work. SSS is a dynamic method since the database 
can be initially empty and grow/decrease later as objects are 
inserted/ deleted. As described in [1] Parallel Anchors 
Hierarchy is preceded by Text Preprocessing and Bag of 
Words (BoW). Text Preprocessing includes tokenization of 
strings, stop word removal and stemming. Then BoW 
creates document signatures (collection of word to- 
frequency mappings)—a strategy for characterizing 
documents within a corpus—and to use these signatures as a 
way to measure similarity between documents. Parallel 
Anchors Hierarchy performs the clustering of the documents 
into a navigable structure. 

A. Sparse Spatial Selection 
Sparse Spatial Selection (SSS) [2] dynamically selects a 

set of pivots well distributed in the space, and adapted to the 
complexity of the collection.  

Let (X,d) be a metric space, U ⊆ X an object collection,  
and M the maximum distance between any pair of objects, 
M = max  {d(x,y) /  x, y ∈  U}. First, the set of pivots is 
initialized with the first object of the collection. Then, for 
each element xi ∈ U,  xi is chosen as a new pivot iff its 
distance to any pivot in the current set of pivots is equal or 
greater than Mα, being  α is a constant which optimal values 
are around 0.4 (as shown later). That is, an object in the 
collection becomes a new pivot if it is located at more than a 
fraction of the maximum distance with respect to all the 
current pivots. For example, if  α = 0.5 an object is chosen 
as a new pivot if it is located further than a half of the 
maximum distance from the current pivots.  
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code of SSS. 

 
Figure 1 Pseudo code for SSS. 

The parameter α directly affects the number of pivots 
selected by SSS. Experimental results provided in [9], show 
that the optimal values of this parameter are in the interval 
[0.35, 0.40] for a wide variety of metric databases, and that 
the efficiency of SSS is virtually the same for all the values 
in this interval. The value of the maximum distance M 
between any pair of objects in the metric space can be 
estimated from the definition of the space and the distance 

function, not being necessary to directly compute it. The 
results presented in [9] show that this strategy is more 
efficient than others previously proposed in most cases. 
Furthermore, SSS has other important features. SSS is 
dynamic, this is, the database can be initially empty, and the 
pivots will be selected when needed as the database grows. 
SSS is also adaptive, since it is no necessary to state in 
advance the number of pivots to select. As the database 
grows, the algorithm determines if the collection has 
become complex enough to select more pivots or not. 
Therefore, SSS adapts the index to the intrinsic 
dimensionality of the metric space [9]. The selection 
procedure is also more efficient in SSS than in previous 
techniques. 

B. Parallel Anchors Hierarchy: 
The Parallel Anchors Hierarchy using SSS algorithm 

extends the parallel algorithm [1] by adding anchors 
dynamically. Original parallel anchors algorithm selects 
initial pivot randomly, and then multiple anchors are formed 
by selecting pivots which are far away from the initial pivot. 
In this paper SSS technique is used to select pivots given in 
3.A.  

a. Initialization: 
The initialization of the parallel algorithm using SSS 

starts with the selection the first object of the documents 
collection as initial pivot and computes the distance from 
every other point to the pivot to form the first anchor. 

b. New Anchors Selection: 
Instead of selecting furthest e points from any pivot(s), 

this phase uses SSS for selection of new anchors. The 
algorithm 1 given above is used to select new anchors. SSS 
selects a document point as a new pivot if it is far away 
enough from the pivots already selected. The number of 
anchors to be selected will be decided by the SSS algorithm. 

c. Associating Points with New Anchors: 
Parallel algorithm first considers moving each point to 

every new anchor before it is actually moved to the pivot 
which is nearest to it. This operation is implemented in two 
steps: 1. Parallel region to decide where the point should 
move and 2. Parallel region to actually move the point. 

The algorithm used to implement this operation is as 
follows 

 
Figure 2 Parallel method for associating points with new anchors 
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The distance calculations performed from lines 6-9 in 
above algorithm are used to eliminate the consideration of 
anchors whose distance from the new pivot are twice more 
than the radius of that anchor. Then the new anchor’s name 
is stored in Xim, which indicates the anchor the point will 
move at the end of the phase.    

As the algorithm performs the operation in parallel loop, 
the unordered updates may be performed to storage X. So, 
the updates must be made atomic with respect to other 
parallel iterations. In multithreading, synchronization can be 
used to incorporate atomic updates on storage X. 

d. Move Points to New Anchors: 
The storage X is used to move points to new anchors 

simultaneously. The algorithm used in moving points to new 
anchors is given figure 3. 

 
Figure 3 Parallel method for moving points from old anchors to new 

anchors and committing new anchors to the anchors list 

The loop used to move points to new anchors is 
implemented as parallel loop to move every point 
simultaneously. This loop iterates through every anchor and 
every point in every anchor comparing the new pivot stored 
in X to the current pivot. If the point is to be moved then it 
is inserted into the new anchor and removed from the old 
anchor. After processing all the points, the set of new pivots 
is merged with the set of old pivots and the set of new 
anchors is merged with the set of old anchors. Finally, the 
number of anchors found so far, k, is updated to the current 
number of anchors  

C. Form Hierarchy of Anchors: 
The second phase of Parallel Anchors Hierarchy after 

clustering of points into anchors is hierarchy formation. In 
this, anchors are combined into a navigable structure. The 
hierarchy formation process recursively merges two 
anchors, which when combined forms the smallest new 
anchor. Then the new anchor replaces the two anchors. The 

process is repeated until the final hierarchy is formed. The 
final hierarchy is shown in figure 3.1.4. 

 
Figure 4 Complete Anchors Hierarchy after multiple rounds of anchor 

combining 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

A. White Papers: 
We downloaded white papers from white paper search 

engine.  A java pdf library was used to extract the page 
content from documents. However, we are aware that this 
corpus has some non-words and this is borne out in the data 
showing so many unique words 

We selected only the first 1,000 documents from the 
over thousands documents. The high variance of document 
signature (non-zero vector entry) sizes caused load 
imbalance problems, so we arbitrarily filtered out all 
documents with fewer than 100 unique words and those 
documents with more than 5,00 unique words.  

B. Performance: 
We ran all of the experiments on Ateji PX on multi core 

processor. Performance is the major reason for embracing 
parallel programming. A sequential program at full power 
on a multi-core computer will use only one core, regardless 
of the available hardware: 

 
Figure 5 CPU usage for sequential program 

A parallel program at full power on the same hardware 
will use all available cores: 

 
Figure 6 CPU usage for parallel program 

But parallelizing programs is far from being a trivial task 
without appropriate tools. Multi-threaded programs based on 
thread or task libraries are well known for crashing in 
unexpected ways, being hard to test and debug, and difficult 
to evolve.  

With Ateji PX, parallelizing an application can be as 
simple as inserting a “||” operator in the source code.  
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Ateji PX performs most of its job at compile-time and 
adds little or no overhead at run-time. The programmer is 
freed from irrelevant technical details and can more easily 
concentrate on performance improvement. Experimenting 
with different parallelization strategies requires little 
changes in the source code. 

We ran our code on the down-selected dataset and 
observed the speed for computing the anchors; we do not 
include speed for computing BoW.  

Performance/ scalability of Ateji PX on multi core 
processors is shown in below figure. 

 
Figure 7 Performance/ scalability on Ateji PX 

The number of pivots selected for different values of α 
for a document set of 1000 is shown in below graph.   

 
Figure 8 Example of number of pivots selected 

In previous method as in [1] the number of pivots to be 
selected should be decided before the formation of anchors. 
The technique SSS used in this paper for selection of new 
pivots is a dynamic method which selects the number of 
pivots to form based on the value of α and the size of 
documents database. The above graph is drawn by taking 
size of documents database on x-axis and number of pivots 
formed on y-axis at the value of α=0.40. The graph shows 
how the technique SSS selects the number of pivots 
dynamically based on the number of document objects. The 
technique SSS allows database to be empty first and can be 
expanded by adding new documents. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper we propose Parallel Anchors Hierarchy 
using Sparse Spatial Selection method. The main 
characteristics of this method are its efficiency and 

dynamism (which allows the database to be initially empty 
and grow later). The main contribution of our method is the 
pivot selection strategy for efficient selection of pivots. 

Our experimental results show that the method selects 
number of pivots that depends on the intrinsic 
dimensionality of the documents metric space, and not on 
the number of elements of the collection. In addition, this 
number of pivots is very similar to the optimum number for 
other strategies. This makes it unnecessary to state in 
advance the number of pivots needed for the index structure, 
something that no method has considered until now. The 
number of pivots selected is adapted to the space 
complexity, avoiding the selection of unnecessary pivots 
which could reduce the search performance. The efficiency 
of our method in vector spaces is similar to that obtained in 
previous works. However, our tests show that our method is 
more efficient than the existing one.  Further we will 
investigate how different pivot selection strategies affect 
execution performance and cluster quality. 
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